Cookie Confusion: Do Browser
Interfaces Undermine Understanding?
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We performed a series of in-depth qualitative
interviews with 14 subjects recruited to discuss
Internet advertising. Participants held a wide range of
views ranging from enthusiasm about ads that inform
them of new products, to resignation that ads are "a
fact of life," to resentment of ads that they find
“insulting.” We discovered that many participants have
a poor understanding of how Internet advertising
works, do not understand cookies, and mistakenly
believe there are legal protections barring companies
from sharing information they collect online. We found
that participants have substantial confusion about the
results of the actions they take within their browsers,
and do not understand the technology they work with
now. The user interface for cookie management in
popular browsers may be contributing to confusion.
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Introduction
Behavioral advertising, also known as targeted
advertising, is the practice of collecting data about an
individual’s online activities over time for use in
selecting which advertisements to display. Ideally,
behavioral advertising is more profitable for sellers, and
consumers benefit by seeing interesting advertising.
However, online privacy, re-identification of seemingly
anonymous information [12] and the legality of some
behavioral advertising business practices [4] remain at
issue. The advertising industry [1] and their allies [14]
favor continuing an “industry self-regulation” approach.
The Federal Trade Commission conducted numerous
workshops and released guidelines for self-regulation
[7]. In contrast, there are legislative proposals at the
federal [5] and state [4] level. Industry self-regulation
assumes consumers make rational choices and are able
to act in accordance with their privacy preferences. In
this paper we present findings from a series of
interviews about participants’ mental models of online
privacy, finding they do not understand how the most
basic forms of behavioral advertising work, and that
browser user interfaces may contribute to user
confusion. We expect to conduct a follow-up survey to
determine the prevalence of the views held by our
interview participants in the larger population.

Background
Despite the scrutiny behavioral advertising has
received, only a comparatively few studies examine
how users interact with behavioral advertising and what
they think of the experience. In 2008, TRUSTe
commissioned a report on behavioral advertising,
finding 57% of respondents are “not comfortable” with
history-based behavioral advertising, “even when that
information cannot be tied to their names or any other

personal information.”[15] Several academic scholars
have also investigated this area. Anton et al. studied
privacy concerns in 2002 and again in 2008, and found
that “individuals have become more concerned about
personalization with regard to customized browsing
experiences, monitored purchasing patterns, and
targeted marketing and research” in 2008 [3]. Gomez
et al. estimated that Google Analytics tracks at least
329,330 unique domains, and found confusion in
privacy policies containing “conflicting statements that
third-party sharing is not allowed but third-party
tracking and affiliate sharing are” [8]. Most recently,
Turow et al. conducted a representative sample of
Americans and found 66% do not want behavioral
advertising, with three quarters or more rejecting
common behavioral advertising practices [16]. While
the Turow work is valuable because it quantifies the
percentage of Americans holding particular views, the
standardized phone interview format meant they were
unable to discover why people hold those views.
Behavioral advertising can use a variety of
technologies, but we focus on cookies for three
reasons. First, most large advertising companies use
third-party cookies. Second, we found participants had
never heard of anything more complicated; of seven
common technologies, only cookies had name
recognition. Third, cookies have been around,
discussed, and studied across decades [2, 9]. If
behavioral advertising is understood well enough to
support decision making, it is likely to be via cookies.

Approach
We performed a series of in-depth qualitative
interviews with 14 subjects who answered
advertisements to participate in a university study

about Internet advertising. Subjects were not informed
this study had to do with behavioral advertising
privacy, but raised privacy concerns on their own,
unprompted. We followed a modified mental models
protocol of semi-structured interviews [11], using
standard preliminary questions for all participants while
also following up individually to gather participants'
understanding of behavioral advertising.

given most immediately was “pop ups,” with all but
four participants mentioning pop ups. Banner ads are
tied with pop ups for the most prevalent response.
Banner ads were not usually mentioned first (as pop
ups were) and were rarely mentioned by name.
However, participants were quite capable of describing
banner ads even without the vocabulary to name them.
Five named “spam” as a form of Internet advertising.

Our study ran from September 28th through October 1,
2009 in Pittsburgh, PA. We recruited participants with a
notice on a website that lists research opportunities.
Participants were compensated $10 for an hour of their
time. Of our 14 subjects, 8 were male and 6 female.
Half were age 21–29 and half were age 30–59. In
addition to a small number of qualitative, open-ended
interviews, we also plan to extend this work with largescale online surveys. We will be able to understand
more about the prevalence of our participants’ privacy
views, technical knowledge, and decision-making
ability.

Some participants gave characteristics of ads, rather
than examples of ads. Six mentioned video and audio
ads, usually while expressing displeasure at ads they
find distracting. Participants also mentioned difficulty
closing ads, and in particular complained that pop ups
do not necessarily have a close button in the same
place. The following concepts were mentioned by one
participant each: viruses, hijacked links within articles,
a constant stream of pop ups, and behavioral
advertising (not mentioned by name, but described).
The other thirteen respondents did not mention or
allude to behavioral advertising at all when asked to
define Internet advertising. Overall, the picture that
emerges includes only a general familiarity with
advertising, and some user frustration with specific
advertising methods and modalities.

Results
Overall, we found low awareness of behavioral
advertising. In its simplest form, behavioral advertising
depends on third-party browser cookies, yet we found
participants are not sure what cookies are or how they
work. Most commonly, they confused cookies and
history. Web browsers’ user interfaces may contribute
to users’ mistaken mental models of cookies, which in
turn makes it difficult for users to understand or make
choices about behavioral advertising.
Impressions of Internet Advertising
We began all interviews by asking the open-ended
question “What is Internet advertising?” The answer

Four things were striking about these opening
conversations. First, discussion of “relevant” ads ran
the gamut from support to deep concerns about
privacy. Second, participants were largely pragmatic
about advertising. Even when they had scathing
remarks about bad experiences, on the whole they
understand and accept the model that advertising
supports content. Their frustrations are generally not
due to the existence of advertising, but rather to
specific practices. Third, participants expressed anger

and frustration about advertising tactics they see, even
when they do not understand the data being amassed
about their online activities that they do not see.
Finally, all of the issues raised above were volunteered,
not prompted, after very open-ended questions at the
start of the interviews. Participants’ voiced concerns
about advertising practices, behavioral targeting, and
privacy in the first few minutes of discussion. Privacy is
central to how participants perceive online advertising.
Misperception of Cookies
Because cookies are commonly used in behavioral
advertising, we asked several questions regarding
cookies. All participants had heard of cookies before.
However, when asked, “What is a cookie?” four
participants replied that they were not sure. Five
participants gave an answer that was at least partially
correct without also saying something factually
incorrect. Only one person articulated that a cookie can
contain a unique identifier.
Most people believed something that was not correct
about cookies. Two people mistakenly believed that
cookies store far more than they do, such as all actions
they take online. Two people thought cookies regularly
store personally identifiable or sensitive data like social
security numbers, credit card numbers, and IP
addresses. Two people described warnings for selfsigned certificates and mistakenly believed that those
warnings pertained to accepting or rejecting cookies.
Three participants believed cookies are malware.
Only three of our fourteen participants said that cookies
are related to personalized advertisement. They had
three very different perspectives ranging from outright
rejection, to seeing some benefits but finding harms

outweigh them, to support that is conditioned on the
mistaken view that current practices are illegal.
Cookies Confused with Browser History
Participants did not understand that browser history is
stored independently of cookies. Eight participants
confused cookies with browser history, including one
participant who believed the backward and forward
arrows in a web browser depend on cookies. One
participant told us cookies contain a “history of
websites” visited and that if he deletes cookies, then
“hyperlinks in different colors goes away, that’s what it
does. It clears the navigation history.” He related how
when he was a child living at home with his mother, he
lost his computer privileges because she could see
where he had been based on the color of web links,
which he blamed on cookies. More exploration revealed
that in his view, cookies were only an issue on
computers where he shared a single account with
multiple people as he had in his mother’s home. At
work, where he signed into his computer account with
his own password, he believed cookies could not
provide details of his browsing history because he was
the only one with access to the account. Notice the
confusion around password-protected accounts and
privacy protections: several participants had confusion
in similar areas.
Web Browser User Interfaces May Promote Confusion
Participants explained how they use web browsers to
interact with cookies. One component of user confusion
is temporal: participants reported they delete cookies
and clear history at the same time, which leads them to
misattribute properties of browser history to cookies.
The reason participants clear cookies and history
together likely stems from the way they are swirled

together in the user interfaces of web browsers. For
example, Firefox presents choices about cookies,
history, and bookmarks on the same tab. There is no
visual hint that these three topics are distinct. To the
contrary, cookies are in the middle of options for
history, which serves to convey history and cookies are
related. Moreover, Firefox does not expose any cookie
options unless users know to change a setting on the
Privacy Tab from “Remember history” to “Use custom
settings for history.” Anyone looking through
preference tabs for cookies will find no mention of them
in the default configuration.
Unclear On Deleting Cookies
Nine of our 14 participants self-reported that they clear
cookies. Only one of those nine said they clear cookies
on their computer for privacy. Another three clear
cookies only on shared machines. People told us they
clear cookies for the following reasons:


To delete history



To avoid malware (viruses, spyware)



To reduce clutter



To save space



Out of habit

For “hygiene”
Participants have a vague notion that too many cookies
are bad but do not know why. For all that they do not
understand how cookies work, they do understand
some of the benefits of cookies, such as not needing to
log back in every time they visit a website. They are
not sure under which conditions they should delete or
retain cookies.


Discussion
Web browsers may strongly affect users’ ability to
make choices about their privacy online. Browsers’ user
interfaces may contribute to user confusion by mixing
cookies, history, and bookmarks. Web browsers give no
notice of or access to Flash cookies, which may explain
why even technologically sophisticated users are
unfamiliar with Flash cookies and how they can
“respawn” deleted cookies [13]. As another example,
Internet Explorer implements P3P support, but
information about P3P is buried in the user interface,
and a study of online trust markers found none of the
participants were familiar with the P3P icon [10]. The
Internet Explorer P3P implementation works well in that
it does not require user intervention. Based on default
settings, users do not accept any third-party cookie
that does not have an associated P3P policy with an opt
out. In this way browsers can provide an enforcement
mechanism that may be stronger and faster to take
effect than any regulations. However, as the early
history of cookies themselves and the current example
of Flash cookies and P3P amply demonstrate, just
because browsers can provide user control does not
mean they will. Cookies were introduced fifteen years
ago, yet we observed most participants do not
understand even first party cookies. We plan to conduct
additional research with a larger sample size to
understand how well these findings generalize to
Internet users.
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